
BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Memorial to French Explorer Bruni D’Entrecasteaux -Gordon Jetty. 

 
On February 18 1792 a monument to the memory of the French Explorer Bruni D’Entrecasteaux was 
unveiled by the Tasmanian Governor Sir Ernest Clark in the presence of the Consul-General for 
France, M. Jean Tremoulet at Gordon. The Premier Mr A.G. Ogilvie and Lord Mayor of Hobart 
attended the commemoration. 

The monument was erected through the cooperation of the Huon, Kingborough, Esperance and 
Cygnet Municipal Councils in conjunction with the Tasmanian Society. 

Crew of the French sloop Rigault de Genouilly, members of the Royal Society of Tasmania and the 
Tasmanian division of the Royal Australian Naval Reserve provided a guard of honour. The sloop was 
anchored in the Channel. Sunday 18th February 2018 will mark 80 years since the memorial was in 
place and 226 years since the first French explorers navigated and mapped the D’Entrecasteaux 
Channel. 

Today the monument stands in a car and boat trailer carpark under a canopy of blue gums. The site 
presents a high level of conflict between vehicles and pedestrians and fails to provide a quality 
visitor experience for the wider community including visitors to the area. The original interpretation 
panel installed by Parks and Wildlife no longer exists and as a consequence the memorial fails to be 
valued in this location. When MAST upgraded the jetty at Gordon and installed a new fish sign, the 
monument interpretation sign was removed and not replaced. Its whereabouts is unknown. In 2012 
Kingborough Council demolished an old toilet block on the edge of the carpark which improved the 
site significantly. 

Due to the location and use of the adjacent spaces the monument is failing to provide a significant 
historic site. Support to relocate and redress this situation is growing favour within the local 
community. There appears to be significant interest awaking within the Tasmanian community with 
regard to the French explorers and the new stories unfolding from research and recent publications. 

        

1938 French Memorial unveiled  2017 French Memorial in the car parking area  
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Kingborough Council and members of the South Channel Ratepayers Association wish to relocate the 
memorial and develop new interpretations and a garden which celebrates French Exploration of the 
D’Entrecasteaux Channel and the positive engagement with local aboriginal people. 

There are many stories that could be told now being revealed by publications investigating French 
exploration of Tasmania. In Recherche Bay: A Short History it states “The French had several reasons to 
come here; they were on a search mission to find the whereabouts of their lost maritime hero La Perouse, they 
desperately needed fresh water and firewood, they had a large group of naturalists selected to study the flora, 
fauna, geology and, more importantly, the native society of the area and they also had the crème of naval 
officers capable of exploring and mapping unknown waterways and, as well a select group of observatory staff 
anxious to improve compass science and navigational safety.” 

It would seem that visitors to the nearby Gordon camp ground would have their stay enriched if the 
monument was moved and new interpretation and plants relating to the French visits was 
developed.  

The Cygnet township has now held two French festivals to celebrate the French influence on the 
Channel Region which has brought economic benefits and greater understanding about our French 
heritage and influences. Projects that can further build upon the body of knowledge and 
understanding is worthwhile for the local and visiting community. 

 

 

The proposed new site for the French monument, garden and interpretation. 
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Wording on the granite monument 

 

Currently poorly located within the turning circles of the carpark. 
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The South Channel Ratepayers Association and Council are interested in researching the French 
Explorers experiences in the Channel and creating an interpretative panel and garden that reflects 
this important event. 

The proposed site is Crown land which currently has two picnic tables and post and rail fencing. 
Relocation of the memorial and development of an interpretative site would value add to this 
historic site. The project has growing community interest and support.  

 

Gordon Jetty  

This project seeks to develop a garden more reflective of the importance of the monument to the 
community and international visitors. It will significantly improve the cultural values of the area. The 
French were very interested in science and botany and constructed gardens along the coast so it 
would be highly fruitful to develop a garden in the essence of the French Explorers and tell the story 
to visitors. 

New location for the memorial, garden and interpretations 
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Bruce Poulson writes in Recherche Bay: a short history that “…the French were under strict orders to 
treat the native peoples with the utmost respect. Notwithstanding this, the spontaneous degree of 
friendship from both sides was probably unique in the history of Australian discovery and exploration.” 

It was the practice of European crews to plant gardens in destinations they visited to provide 
sustenance for other maritime adventurers with the French under instructions to establish European 
plants for the benefit of Indigenous people – a gift from the French people to the natives of the new 
land. (National Heritage List 7 Oct 2005) 

 

Fortunately the toilet block has now been demolished but the location of the monument does not 
provide a quality space to linger and ponder about the historic importance of this area. The South 
Channel Ratepayers Association is actively searching for the artwork or location of the missing 
interpretation panel. If this cannot be located new interpretation will be installed. 

Cost estimate for the project is between $10,000 - $15,000.  This would include the relocation of the 
memorial and development of the garden and new interpretation. Any financial support from the 
representative groups who were originally involved would be greatly appreciated. 

Consultation will be undertaken with representatives of the groups who originally created the 
monument in 1938, including State Government, The Royal Society of Tasmania, and Kingborough 
and Huon Councils to seek support  and interest.  

Community consultation will also be undertaken on Kingborough’s web site and through the South 
Channel Ratepayers Association. The local Aboriginal community will be approached to seek their 
support and active participation as to the story they would like to present through interpretation 
and possible activities on the day in 2018. 

 Permissions and consent will be sought from Crown Lands and Parks and Wildlife Service through 
Council’s Property Department. 

Kristine Ancher 
Kingborough Council –  
6 July 2017 
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Site information 

 

 

 

PROPOSED NEW SITE FOR 
MONUMENT (Crown Land) 

Parks and Wildlife Service 
Crown Land PID 7908388 

 

GORDON JETTY 

LOCATION OF EXISTING 
MONUMENT  

Parks and Wildlife Service 
Crown Land PID 5779084 
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